Integrating MODIS images in a water budget model for dynamic functioning and drought simulation of a Mediterranean forest in Tunisia
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Abstract

The use of remote sensing at different spatio-temporal resolutions is being common during the last decades since sensors offer many inputs to water budget estimation. Various water balance models use the LAI as a parameter for accounting water interception, evapotranspiration, runoff and available ground water. The objective of the present work is to improve vegetation stress monitoring at regional scale for a natural forested ecosystem. LAI-MODIS and spatialized vegetation, soil and climatic data have been integrated in a water budget model that simulates evapotranspiration and soil water content at daily step. We first explore LAI-MODIS in the specific context of Mediterranean natural ecosystem. Results showed that despite coarse resolution of LAI-MODIS product (1 km), it was possible to discriminate evergreen and coniferous vegetation and that LAI values are influenced by underlying soil capacity of water holding. The dynamic of vegetation has been integrated into the water budget model by weekly varying LAI-MODIS. Results of simulations were analysed in terms of actual evapotranspiration, deficit of soil water to field capacity and vegetation stress index based on actual and potential evapotranspiration. Comparing dynamic LAI variation, afforded by MODIS, to a hypothetic constant LAI all over the year correspond to 30 % of fAPAR increase. A sensitivity analysis of simulation outputs to this fAPAR variation reveals that increase of both deficit of soil water to field capacity and stress index are respectively 18 % and 27 %, (in terms of RMSE, these variations are respectively 1258 mm yr⁻¹ and 11 days yr⁻¹). These results are consistent with previous studies led at local scale showing that LAI increase is accompanied by stress conditions increase in Mediterranean natural ecosystems. In this study, we also showed that spatial modelisation of drought conditions based on water budget simulations is an adequate tool for quantifying expositions of different species to stress and for analysing most influent factors on ecosystem vulnerability to drought.
1 Introduction

The general context of the present work is to study Mediterranean natural ecosystems vulnerability to drought and climate change by spatial modelling of water budget at regional scale. The lack of such studies over South Mediterranean areas is one of the motivations of this work. In order to contribute in these studies, there is a need to make framework simulations of water budget models by using spatial data at local and regional scales. Such studies attempt to determine critical threshold of available water to ensure the viability of this forested ecosystems in North Africa. Remote sensing (RS) vegetation indices (VI) such as NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index), EVI (Enhanced Vegetation Index) and derived LAI (Leaf Area Index) have been widely used in surface energy and water balance model (Li et al., 2009; Guerschman et al., 2009; Cleugh et al., 2007; Leuning et al., 2008; Mu et al., 2007; Zhang and Vegehenkel, 2006). According to Edward et al. (2010) in a review study on remote sensing VI estimating evapotranspiration, vegetation indexes are integrated product of LAI, chlorophyll content, leaf angles, fractional cover and canopy architecture over vegetated surfaces (Nagler et al., 2004; Glenn et al., 2007, 2008a, b). All these studies made use of remotely sensed data for water balance estimation and impacts on water storage, long-term catchment and rainfall-runoff models. LAI is an ecosystem functional variable representing the leaf area over a ground area. It is defined as total one-sided leaf area per unit ground surface (Privette et al., 2002). It is an essential parameter for water and carbon budgets, it is measured in situ by comparison of solar energy over and under a canopy to deduce the canopy light interception. The fraction of incident light transmitted through a canopy known as IAPAR (fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation) is estimated from LAI using a simple Beer's law (Jarvis and Levernez, 1983), known as (IAPAR = 1 – exp(-kLAI)) where k is extinction coefficient measuring a canopy radiation attenuation. For randomly distributed leaves, this factor is estimated to 0.5 (Sprintsin et al., 2007). Monitoring LAI and IAPAR on regional scale could help in tracking water stress and drought conditions in a given ecosystem. Indeed, droughts cause a reduction in the vegetation growth rate, which is affected by changes either in the solar interception of the plant or in the light use efficiency (Rossi, 2009). Jamieson et al. (1995) found that a reduction in the intercepted radiation (and therefore in IAPAR) is always a consequence of droughts, both in early or late events. It has been shown in Hoff and Rambal (2003) that LAI greatly affects soil water balance: when LAI increases under constant soil water content and climate conditions, decrease in annual transpiration per unit of LAI is accompanied by an increase in drought stress. LAI and IAPAR are used as satellite derived parameter for calculation of surface photosynthesis, evapotranspiration, soil water retention capacity and annual net primary production (Myneni et al., 2003).

In the last decade, major studies integrating satellite products into water budget monitoring use MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) as the satellite sensor system of choice (Edwards et al., 2010). The Terra satellite provides near-daily coverage of the Earth, and MODIS pixels have a resolution of 250 m in the red and near infra red spectral bands and 500 m in the blue band, an improvement over the AVHRR system with 1 km resolution (Huete et al., 2002). The LAI-MODIS product is related to NDVI by the use of visible and near infra red data collected at several view angles and tabular data on land cover type to calculate LAI based on a radiation transfer model (Myneni et al., 2002). As mentioned in Zhang et al. (2006), the general use of MODIS-LAI in hydrological models can be summarized into: the direct estimation of actual evapotranspiration (AET) and comparison of the MODIS data to surface measurements or model-simulated values (Leuning et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2005) and estimation of canopy water stress. Using physical or empirical models with RS vegetation provides estimation of spatially distributed data with a reasonable degree of accuracy at regional landscape (Guerschman et al., 2009). In Wagner et al. (2009), LAI-MODIS products have been used to incorporate land surface processes, in particular vegetation dynamics, into hydrological simulation in west African site. It has been shown by Zhou et al. (2004) that MODIS images are useful in identifying potential model structure weakness by validation and data assimilation. Other studies on MODIS potential...
on water budget estimation were made by Wang et al. (2007) in semi-arid context in the USA (New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas) where a significant relation was showed between responses of MODIS derived NDVI to soil moisture of the root zone in semi-arid and humid natural ecosystem. In Mediterranean ecosystems, use of MODIS images on a Southern Italian forested area by Calcagno et al. (2007) pointed out generally good evapotranspiration predictions especially when MODIS images are upscaled with higher resolution images (e.g. ASTER).

In the present study, our interest is in using the spatial and temporal vegetation dynamic afforded by LAI-MODIS product in a regional water budget for assessing water stress conditions that could lead to drought periods. In Tunisia, studies concerning water stress are rather made in agriculture areas and at local scale (Lhomme et al., 2009). As far as we know, natural vegetation ecosystems have not been subject to water stress studies. The main objectives of our study consist of: (1) making a framework for satellite data (MODIS-LAI) integration in a distributed water budget model. (2) Despite the coarse spatial resolution of MODIS-LAI (1 km), what kind of improvement could this free product afford to regional water budget estimation and drought monitoring. (3) What is the sensitivity of water budget outputs to vegetation dynamic represented by LAI? Answering these questions constitutes a first step for investigating the potential of global images products into spatial water budget modelling and water stress assessment in dense to open Mediterranean forests. Another objective of this work is also to reveal the spatial potential in pointing and monitoring factors that could accentuate water stress and drought precursors: (4) based on spatial framework tools, could we find most relevant factors affecting vulnerability to water stress?

The plan of the article is as follows: water budget model is presented and the main equations and model adaptation are described; next we present data requirements of the model and the processing of satellite data and other ancillary data. We made an exploration of MODIS data and comparisons with in-situ and cartographic data. The outputs of the model are presented in terms of regionalized actual evapotranspiration maps, soil water deficit and evolution of a spatialized water stress index over the studied forest during one year of simulations.

2 Water budget model description

2.1 General model components

The water budget model used in this study was suggested by Mouillot et al. (2001) for simulating vegetation dynamics based on fluxes of water and carbon for Mediterranean landscapes (SIERRA: Simulator for meditERRAnean landscapes). The main processes of SIERRA model are based on earlier functional models (Mauchamp et al., 1994). Water availability is determined by the infiltration rate and surface runoff. Soil water is simulated down to a maximum depth of 2 m divided in 3 layers; each of them is characterized by its depth and its volumetric storage (in percentage of stones). Local water storage is determined by combining drainage area and average local slope. The model is spatially explicit dealing with gridded stands of vegetation at a specific resolution. Vegetation is considered according to species composition, their intrinsic LAI and associated wood and leaf biomass, and their relative cover within each of three vegetation layers. The model is driven by daily climate values (precipitation, mean temperature and solar radiation).

2.2 Model framework and process

The general process and equations of water budget model are given in Table 1. Inputs are climate, vegetation maps indicating specie composition and relative cover, soil and topography. Each of these components encompasses a set of spatial or spatial/temporal layers. Vegetation components (species and cover) are extracted from processing digital inventory maps and from weekly LAI-MODIS images. Soil components are derived from existing soil maps combined with sample soil analysis information since texture and structure of soils are relevant in soil-vegetation transfers. Water
availability for vegetation is conditioned by water fluxes between soil, plant, and atmosphere, driven by plant capacity to extract water (root profile, maximum plant water potential for extraction) and soil texture, depth and rock fragment content.

We used a modified version of the SIERRA model. In the initial version, the LAI calculation module was based on self-equilibrated leaf biomass according to vegetation carbon budget. This module was replaced by LAI estimated from MODIS time series as already performed in forced vegetation models (e.g. CASA, Potter et al., 1998). To account for the non linear relationship between soil water content and plant functioning, we used the water retention model developed by Saxton et al. (1986) and Saxton et al. (2006) to estimate soil water potential according to soil water content. The soil water potential has been shown to be closely linked to leaf stomatal conductance that limits plant transpiration (Rambal et al., 2003). In this approach, soil water retention curves are determined by texture and organic matter (OM) and their interactions (Hahn, 1982). Water soil potential between 1500 and 33 KPas is varying in exponential manner with soil moisture. A computational program providing Saxton parameters from texture inputs and organic matter content (OM) inputs is available at http://hydrolab.arsusda.gov/soilwater/index.htm.

The principal model process equations are summarized in Table 1: soil water content at saturation and at field capacity (SWC_{sat}, SWC_{FC}) are determined by Saxton model; then water at field capacity is computed by considering depth, rock fragment and "Compound Terrain Index" (CTI) (Eq. 1, Clapp and Hornberger, 1978; Mauchamp et al., 1994). Soil water content is determined by Eq. (2) and corresponding soil potential is computed using Saxton model (Eq. 3). Bare soil evaporation is based on diffusion theory (Ritchie, 1972) considering time needed to evaporate a given water deficit daily (Eq. 4). Potential evapotranspiration is computed by Priestley-Taylor equation (Priestley and Taylor, 1972, Eq. 5) which is a simplified version of Penmann-Monteith equation (Penmann, 1948; Monteith, 1965), and suitable when applied at large scale for several biomes (Fisher et al., 2005). Plant water holding capacity is a fraction of PET decreasing linearly with water potential ratio between soil water potential ψ_s and the specific maximum potential for soil extraction (ψ_{max} of plant) as long as ψ_s does not exceed ψ_{max} (Mouillot et al., 2001). This leads to AET calculation (Eq. 6, Feddes et al., 1978). Deficit to field capacity is computed as the difference between field capacity and soil water content of all soil layers (Eq. 8).

Based on previous studies in Mediterranean ecosystems (Running, 1984; Rambal, 1993, 1995; Hoff and Rambal, 2003), it has been shown that intensity of drought stress is evidenced by the increase in the number of days per year when predawn leaf water potential is below the critical value for stomatal closure. We use the expression of a normalized water stress index proposed in the case of wheat crops by Lhomme et al. (2009) varying between 0 (no stress) and 1 (total stress) (Eq. 9). Vegetation water stress per year is computed as the sum of daily stress index and annual soil water deficit is the cumulative daily deficit to field capacity. Theses indices may be used for the diagnosis of the vegetation state of drought within a year or many years of simulations.

3 Study site and data requirements

3.1 Site description and multisource mapped data

Study region known as the Kroumirie forest belongs to the Mediterranean North African forests, it is localised at the extreme North of Tunisia (Fig. 1a). This region represents a transition zone between North Mediterranean temperate climate and the Sahara situated at some 400 km away from the forested study region. The Kroumirie forest is extended on a band of about 20 to 30 km width along the Mediterranean coast and covers 2553 km². Region climate is Mediterranean with four seasons where precipitations are concentrated in autumn and winter; spring and summer are dry. The maximum average annual precipitations is 1500 mm at Ain Draham with three months of water deficit, the average precipitation of the Kroumirie region in 700 mm (Nasr et al., 2011). Isohyets show an important gradient in the NE-SO direction. The landscape
of the region is typically forested mountains with homogeneous evergreen deciduous trees (43%), coniferous trees (8%) and “maquis” (Mediterranean scrubland vegetation at lower slopes of mountains) and “garrigues” (like “maquis”, but poorer vegetation on thin soils). Maquis and garrigues represent 49% of the study area (Fig. 1b).

We acquired vegetation maps of the study region from the Forest General Inventory data (Ministry of Agriculture of Tunisia). This digital product in shape format (1:25,000 scale) has been updated in the year 2000; forest polygons have been plotted from photo-interpretation and plots measurements. These data are in structured vector format and projected in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM, zone 32) system which is the common reference system in Tunisia UTM. For topographic characterization, we use the Aster GDEM product of relief produced at 30 m resolution with stereoscopy process from ASTER images (http://www.gdem.aster.ersdac.or.jp/). This free product was downloading clipped to the study region boundaries and georeferenced in UTM projection (Fig. 1a).

Soil data are acquired from digital maps made at 1:100,000 scale original soil map; this map was used as background for producing a national digital format product called “Agriculture Maps”. Pedology evolution in study area is largely influenced by the hydrodynamic influx which is conditioned by the external factors in particular slope and organic matter restitution. We extract from original soil maps relevant soil parameters for our study, namely principal soil texture and soil depth (Fig. 1c) and stone contents or fragment rocks. Within each soil polygons considered as homogeneous regarding soil texture, we computed rock fragment content as a function of both soil depth, stone fragment and locally modified by the compound terrain index (Eq. 1) to account for topographical effect on soil accumulation. These data afforded on nominal scales have been improved by laboratory analysis so that we derived quantitative values of texture, organic matter (OM), depth and stone % for each soil class. Water retention potential was calculated from Saxton model (Eq. 3, Fig. 1f).

Daily meteorological observations have been spatially interpolated on a daily basis using automated ordinary kriging, and accounting for altitudinal effects on temperature and precipitation (Lavoir et al., 2011). Climate data required in Priestley-Taylor PET are daily temperatures, precipitations and net radiation. We acquired measured mean temperatures $T$ and $P$ from four stations in the study region (Beja, Ain Draham, Jendouba, Tabarka) from the “Resource Water Department” (DGRE, Ministry of Agriculture). Regionalisation of meteorological data required the integration of elevation gradient, and derived parameters (slope and aspect). The ASTER-GDEM validated previously by comparison to a stereoscopic DEM in a sub-region of the study area, was processed to derive these two parameters. We used simulated data of global radiation $R_0$ provided at 50 km resolution by ARPEGE General Circulation MODEL (Meteo-France) and we derived approximated net radiation. For $T$ values, the elevation gradient was integrated using the Aster-GDEM elevations ($T_z = T_0 - 0.0066z$; where $T_0$ is the ground temperature and $z$ is the elevation, Ninyerola et al., 2000). All processed and structured data in both vector and raster formats were integrated into a coherent spatial database for further processing.

### 3.2 Time-series MODIS data analysis

MODIS images covering North Africa are available since 2002 on the website (http://reverb.echo.nasa.gov/). These 1 km-resolution images correspond to an 8-day composite LAI products (MOD15A2). We also used MOD13Q1 product at a 16-day temporal resolution and 250 m spatial resolution representing NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index). The tiles covering North Africa region were clipped to the extent of Tunisia. The images were rectified to geographic projection by the use of MODIS reprojection tool. Next, we make a conversion from Geographic projection to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM, zone 32N). Figure 1b shows a generic LAI image. Compared to vegetation map (Fig. 1c), it is clear that LAI values are higher for evergreen forest (cork and eucalyptus) rather than coniferous (pines). Quality control of the time-series images leads to applying smoothing process to replace some data by the adjacent ones regarding the abrupt variation of LAI values within few days. We compare LAI-MODIS values to in-situ measured values in the study site conducted in 2006 and 2007 over...
30 cork oak plots (Ennajah, 2010); these LAI values did not exceed 2.02 m² m⁻². Furthermore, in 2010 LAI measured in the study region reaches 2.8 m² m⁻² (unpublished data). Exploration of weekly LAI-MODIS data shows values widely exceeding these in situ ones; LAI-MODIS reaches more than 6 m² m⁻² especially for high density covers (NDVI > 0.7) (Fig. 2). Values of LAI-MODIS are very high and do not reflect common values measured in south Mediterranean forested areas. This overestimation was also reported by Kanniah et al. (2009) where MODIS-LAI were compared to flux tower in Australia (but it was not that important, about 1 to 20 % overestimation); and in south France (unpublished results). It is important in further processing to correct this overestimation. As a first approximation, we make saturation of LAI values to a maximum of 2.5 m² m⁻².

We made profiles over time to investigate LAI variation for the different vegetation and soil classes described earlier. A profile shows mean values of reference map cells, aggregated by classes and summarized into average values and graphed simultaneously over the sequence of the time-series LAI images. The reference map cells used in this analysis are both forest classes and combination of forest/soil maps. Profiles examination of weekly LAI variation in 2003 for each vegetation class shows two facts (Fig. 3a). First, a seasonal variability of LAI values is observed due to the presence of important herbaceous layer in winter (wet season). This effect was reported in similar studies (e.g. Zhang and Vegehenkel, 2006; Fensholt et al., 2004). Second, there is a clear discrimination of evergreen and coniferous vegetation. Highest values of LAI all over the year are observed with dense evergreen areas. For both species, this discrimination is less important in wet seasons because of the presence of important herbaceous strata.

MODIS-LAI has also been explored regarding soil characteristics. We cross forest and soil data maps by making extraction of forest classes overlaying different soil depths and water holding capacity. For this analysis, we consider only dense forest (both evergreen and coniferous) combined with soil layers (Fig. 3b). Profiles analysis reveal higher LAI values are associated to dense vegetation on medium-depth compared to shallow soils. We already observed that deep soils are not frequent in the study region; this is why they are not involved in this profile comparison. Besides, higher LAI values are observed for dense vegetation overlaying medium-tension capacity soils compared to high-tension capacity ones. Low-tension soils are not present within region covered by dense forest concerned by this analysis; they are rather covered by “maquis” and “garrigues”. Thus, the dynamic of LAI values over a year reveals a difference as we discriminate dense forest on deep/shallow soil and on low/medium tension soil. In this latter case, discrimination was more important. Vegetation response to sensor reported in terms of weekly LAI is influenced by underlying soils capacity of water holding (depth and tension). Similar results have been reported by Wang et al. (2007) who found correlations between NDVI-MODIS and root-zone soil moisture in semi-arid and humid regions. From previous analysis, we can argue that time-series LAI reflect both vegetation and underlying soil holding capacity and, therefore, it can be a useful input in Mediterranean forested ecosystems in water budget models to represent the variability of vegetation state that induces various response in evapotranspiration and soil water storage.

4 Results

Data collected have been spatialized and integrated into a common spatial database. Water budget simulations have been achieved by SIERRA model; input maps resolution were resized to LAI-MODIS 1 km resolution. The other spatial layers were down-scaled by averaging data within 1 km cells. Simulations are made at a daily step to account for daily climatic data whereas LAI data is varying each week. Model outputs are daily maps of actual evapotranspiration, soil water content, soil deficit relative to field capacity and stress index.
4.1 Model outputs analysis

We made simulations for one year (2003). Results show that average AET over the study region is 300 mm yr\(^{-1}\) with an important standard deviation of 51.5 mm yr\(^{-1}\); AET average calculated for each vegetation class in 2003 are summarized in Table 2. These simulation results are very close to measured sap flow transpiration equal to 308 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in cork oak plot in Ain Snoussi site localized in the study zone (Nasr et al., 2009). Spatial mapping of each AET class is illustrated in Fig. 4. We calculate the ratio (AET/P) between annual AET and mean annual precipitation interpolated from mean annual isohyets. This ratio ranges from 0.10 to 0.42 in the study area with an average ratio of 0.27 and a standard deviation of 0.05. Mean daily deficit of soil to field capacity (DFC) is 57 mm day\(^{-1}\) with 7 mm day\(^{-1}\) standard deviation. Stress index is expressed in terms of days where STR is maximum and reaches 150 days in 2003 for most stressed areas. Spatialization of water budget outputs allows the elaboration of vulnerability maps to stress and to drought at a regional scale. These outputs help observing and comparing trends at regional scale as well as explaining the most influential factors that could potentially aggravate drought process.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis of water balance to vegetation

Integrating weekly LAI-MODIS into water budget model allows a dynamic following of vegetation during the year. A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the effect of dynamic vegetation represented by LAI-MODIS time series integrated into gridded water budget model. For this purpose, we compare model outputs from two simulations: in the first one LAI is varying each week (LAI\(_{\text{DYN}}\) or fAPAR\(_{\text{DYN}}\)) and in the second one we considered a constant LAI along the year (LAI\(_{\text{CONS}}\) or fAPAR\(_{\text{CONS}}\)). We chose 8 sites, characterized in Table 3, to represent variation of model outputs for cork oak dense vegetation localized at different climatic, physiographic and soil conditions.

Examples of outputs daily variation over the year of simulation are showed in Fig. 5 for highest and lowest precipitation points (\(P_{\text{ID6}} = 1544\text{ mm}; P_{\text{ID7}} = 870\text{ mm}\)). Analysis of relative variation between outputs from simulations with dynamic and constant LAI are summarized in Table 4. First RMSE was determined as the comparison of dynamic-scenario outputs (\(\Delta = (\text{DYN} - \text{CONS)/CONS)\)) where DYN and CONS refer respectively to output values with dynamic and constant LAI over the year. Results are summarized in Table 4 showing that for an average \(\Delta\) (fAPAR) of about 30 % during the year (observed for all test points), \(\Delta\) (AET) is 1 %, \(\Delta\) (DFC) is 18 %, and \(\Delta\) (STR) is 27 % (these variations represent mean values for 8 points). We note that STR relative variation increases with annual precipitation from 20 % to 40 % for a quasi constant fAPAR relative variation of 30 %. These variations computed in terms of RMSE (RMSE\(^2\) = \(\Sigma\) (DYN - CONS)/365) between outputs from simulations with dynamic and constant LAI are summarized in Table 4. First RMSE was determined as the comparison of dynamic-scenario outputs to constant-scenario outputs giving an average daily RMSE. We next report this daily values to the number of days where stress is more important for dynamic-LAI scenario than constant-LAI one (NDAYS in Table 3). Difference between the two scenarios was expressed in terms of RMSE as a reduction of AET by 35 mm, an increase in soil water deficit of 1258 mm and a growth of stress by 11 days (average values over the 8 points).

To summarize, we note that integrating dynamic vegetation by weekly LAI-MODIS images into the water budget model has an important effect on soil water content.
estimation and on stress period length. We have showed that dynamic LAI-MODIS integration into water budget model revealed that LAI increase is accompanied by STR increase. This is consistent with studies stipulating that LAI greatly affects site water balance in Mediterranean natural ecosystems (Running, 1984; Rambal, 1993, 1995; Hoff and Rambal, 2003). In these studies, it has been shown that when LAI increases under constant SWC and climate conditions, the decrease in annual transpiration per unit of LAI is accompanied by an increase of drought stress.

### 4.3 Spatial analysis of drought conditions

Water stress modelled by the spatial water budget model is an important indicator of vulnerability to drought at regional scale. We can take advantage of possibilities of spatial analysis to explain occurrence and most influent factors on vegetation water stress vulnerability. By combining spatial layers of vegetation with annual stress index map, we can assess vulnerability of most important species class to water stress. Evergreen trees (essentially cork oak, and other oaks) cover 48% of the study area, whereas coniferous are covering 11.2%. Spatial analysis of occurrence of class stress over these two vegetation classes show that evergreen are less exposed to stress: 59% of coniferous and 46% of evergreen (cork and other deciduous) experience more than 3 months of stress (Table 5).

To explain vulnerability to stress, we combine stress map with climatic (annual precipitation and AET/P ratio), soil parameters (soil depth and tension) and relief (slope and CTI). Analysis is conducted by exploring the area of each stress class within each factor class. Results are reported in Table 6 and Fig. 6. Highest stressed areas increase as annual precipitation decreases; the trend is more pronounced with AET/P ratio where more than 93% of highly stressed areas are within ratio greater than 0.25. For soil factor, 80% of least stressed areas correspond to low-tension soils; occurrence of most stressed areas increases from 33 to 53% for low-depth soils (<40 cm) and decreases from 67 to 47% for soils depth over 40 cm. Topographic effect on stress is not manifested by slope, it is rather clear by combined runoff-slope factor.

### 5 Discussion and further works

The study develops a general framework for integrating satellite vegetation dynamic into a spatial water budget model. For this purpose, we make use of an existing model developed in a similar context of our study region (South France). Relevant modifications on this original model concerned a best description of soil which is a determinant factor in limited water resource area like forested sites in Northern Tunisia. We also integrate temporal variation of LAI by considering weekly LAI-MODIS product over the study region. Simulations have been made at 1 km resolution. We begin by an exploration of the LAI-MODIS in the special case of South Mediterranean forested ecosystems characterized by its heterogeneity. Despite the coarse resolution of this product, we showed that LAI-MODIS discriminate evergreen and coniferous vegetation and that highest values of LAI all over the year are observed with dense evergreen areas. We also find that vegetation response to sensor reported in terms of weekly LAI is influenced by underlying soils capacity of water holding capacity namely depth and tension. Thus integrating LAI-MODIS into water budget modelisation or any other models involving the vegetation dynamic (such as carbon assimilation, net photosynthesis and water use efficiency) could improve results of simulation. Despite these encouraging results, we find that LAI-MODIS are overestimated compared to measured LAI in the study site. For an efficient use of this product, we recommend to make corrections for these values by saturating the values to the maximum measured, but this could hide the dynamic vegetation. An alternative solution is to calibrate LAI-MODIS by other sources of satellite data with in-situ LAI. The potential of MODIS sensor in such studies is not restricted to LAI products since reflectances measured in middle infra red wavelength (1200–2000 nm) are sensitive to water content of the vegetation. Many moisture vegetation indexes have been proposed (e.g. Fensholt and Sandholt, 2003; Guershman et al., 2009). Comparing simulated stress indexes levels with satellite derived moisture indexes could be an interesting way for validating simulations based on mechanistic models of water process as is the case in this study.
Sensitivity analysis of model outputs to the dynamic of vegetation brought by LAI-MODIS confirms previous results from other studies conducted in similar ecosystem at local scale; these studies showed that increase of LAI is accompanied by increase of drought conditions. We make an attempt to quantify this fact by computing variation of model outputs induced by a variation of LAI (and fAPAR) over a year. Results show that for a relative variation of fAPAR equal to 30 %, stress index increases from 20 to 40 % with annual precipitation increasing from 700 to 1400 mm. We also find that if we consider a constant LAI over a year of simulation, we underestimate DFC by 18 % and STR by 27 %. These variations correspond to RMSE annual values reduction of about 35 mm for AET, an increase in soil water deficit RMSE of 1258 mm and a growth of stress RMSE by 11 days. This sensitivity analysis is consistent with studies stipulating that LAI greatly affects site water balance in Mediterranean natural ecosystems.

Regional modelisation of drought conditions through stress index derived from water budget modelisation allows the assessment of most influent factors on vegetation stress. Spatial analysis reveal that 60 % of coniferous and 45 % of evergreen (cork and other deciduous) experience more than 3 months of stress during the simulation year. Ratio AET/P is highly correlated to stress index since more than 93 % of highly stressed areas are within ratio greater than 0.25. Soil holding capacity of water represented by soil tension and depth explain also the high stressed area: 80 % of least stressed areas correspond to low-tension soils and 53 % of most stressed areas have low-depth soils ($\delta_s < 40$ cm).

Finally, in the past two years, the study region of Kroumirie is beginning to be quipped by one ground measuring station of evapotranspiration (Nasr et al., 2009) and 35 temperature stations to account for microclimate, and fuel water status studies across the gradient. This will allow combination of measured values, satellite data and simulated variables for enhancing our understanding of ecohydrological process in this ecosystem which is known as one of the most vulnerable to climate change (IPCC, 2007).

Combination of multisource data into the spatial database elaborated and integrated to water budget models is an appropriate tool for making simulations of future climate and the potential drought conditions that could be reached by this ecosystem in the future.
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Table 1. Equations of principal process in water budget SIERRA model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equations</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FC, = SWC_{i}(1 − \eta) | (1) DAILY CLIMATE DATA: 
| \eta \text{ where} | T: Temperature °C 
| \eta = \eta_0 = 0.5 \left( \frac{120 − \delta_j}{100} \right) + 0.25 \left( 2 \right) − \delta_j | P: Precipitation (mm) 
| and | R_n: Net radiation (J/cm²) 
| CTI = \ln \left( \frac{\text{Runoff}}{\text{Slope}} \right) | RELIEF DATA: 
| SWC_{i,j} = \min \left[ \left( SWC_{i,j} − FC \right), FC \right] | Elevation, Slope, Aspect, Runoff 
| \delta_j = FC \left( \frac{P}{0.5 \text{LAI}} \right) \text{ and} | Runoff: accumulation of rainfall units per pixel 
| \eta_j = \frac{\delta_j}{\delta_0} \left( \text{soil depth} \right) \text{ % of stone} \left( \text{first, second and third layer of soil} \right) | based on an elevation image 
| E_j = \Gamma \left( \epsilon_{\text{vap}} + 1 \right) \left( 1 − \delta_j \right) \text{EV}_j | CTI: Compound Terrain Index 
| PET = C_{\text{PET}} \delta_j \Gamma \eta \left( 1 + 0.66 \frac{\eta_j}{\eta_0} \right) | SOIL DATA: 
| AET_j = \text{PET} \left[ \left( 1 − \epsilon_{\text{vap}} \right) \text{EV}_j \right] | Texture (%) 
| (\text{SWC}_{i,j})_{\text{out}} = (\text{SWC}_{i,j})_{\text{in}} + \text{E}_{j} − \text{AET}_j | OM: Organic matter content (%) 
| DFC_j = \frac{3}{2} \left( FC − \text{SWC}_{i,j} \right) | \eta: Water vapour heat (245 J/cm²) 
| SFI = 1 − \text{AET}_j | \alpha: Coefficient of Priestley-Taylor (mm) 

Table 2. Annual simulated AET of each class vegetation in Kroumirie in 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetation class</th>
<th>Average AET (mm yr⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evergreen dense</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evergreen sparse</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coniferous dense</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coniferous sparse</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maquis and garrigues with cork</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maquis and garrigues with cork</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Simulation outputs for points selected within the study region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ELEV (m)</th>
<th>P_2003 (mm)</th>
<th>AET (mm yr(^{-1}))</th>
<th>DFC (mm day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>STR (days yr(^{-1}))</th>
<th>NDAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID1</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID2</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID4</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID5</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID6</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID7</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID8</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>1402</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Relative variation and RMSE of simulation outputs based on dynamic-LAI and constant-LAI vegetation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ΔAPAR</th>
<th>ΔAET</th>
<th>ΔDFC</th>
<th>ΔSTR</th>
<th>RMSE AET (mm day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>RMSE DFC (mm day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>RMSE STR (days yr(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID1</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID2</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID4</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID5</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID6</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID7</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID8</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEAN 31% -1% 18% 27% 0.54 18.87 0.16 35 1258 11
STDEV 1% 2% 6% 10% 0.07 3.79 0.02 7 419 3
Table 5. Percentage of simulated stressed areas in Kroumirie region in 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of vegetation stress months</th>
<th>Coniferous</th>
<th>Evergreen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Results of spatial analysis of vegetation stress periods within different factors classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Class factor</th>
<th>Low STR &lt; 2 months yr⁻¹</th>
<th>Medium STR 2–3 months yr⁻¹</th>
<th>High STR 3–4 months yr⁻¹</th>
<th>Extreme STR 4–5 months yr⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>700–1000 mm</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000–1400 mm</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AET/P</td>
<td>0.1–0.25</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25–0.55</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil depth</td>
<td>0–40 cm</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;40 cm</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil tension</td>
<td>B (Saxton) &lt; 7.7</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B (Saxton) &gt; 7.7</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>Slope &lt; 10%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope &gt; 10%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTI</td>
<td>1–7</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7–11</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Study site localization and multisource spatial data: (a) ASTER-GDEM and isohyets, (b) generic LAI-MODIS, (c) forest map, (d) soil texture, (e) soil depth and (f) soil tension.

Fig. 2. Comparison of LAI-MODIS and fAPAR to in situ LAI in the Kroumirie region.

Fig. 3. LAI-MODIS variation within (a) vegetation and (b) vegetation/soil properties.

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of water budget simulation outputs (a) AET (mm/yr), (b) AET/P, (c) Average DFC (mm/day) and (d) STR (months/yr).
Fig. 2. Comparison of LAI-MODIS and fAPAR to in situ LAI in the Kroumirie region.

Fig. 3. LAI-MODIS variation within (a) vegetation and (b) vegetation/soil properties.

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of water budget simulation outputs (a): AET (mm yr\(^{-1}\)), (b): AET/P, (c): Average DFC (mm day\(^{-1}\)), and (d): STR (months yr\(^{-1}\)).
Fig. 5. Profiles of daily outputs simulation (AET, SWC and STR) for highest precipitation point (P_{ID6} = 1544 mm) and least precipitation point (P_{ID7} = 870 mm). Results correspond to weekly LAI-MODIS (DYN) and constant LAI (CONS).

Fig. 6. Variation of stress index period with climate, soil and relief in the study region.